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1. ABOUT 

BORN A REBEL is a nu metal band based in Berlin, Germany. The five 
musicians combine political rap with hardrock and metal. 

 
Founded in late 2017 they started to create their own explosive and 

unique sound. Strong driving drumbeats mixed with fat basslines and 
punchy bright metal guitars create an ear popping blend of heavy hitting 

Nu Metal music that will get you hooked and keep you coming back for more. 
 

Through their politically charged lyrics the band openly moves against 
mass surveillance, state terror, greed driven warfare, capitalism, racism, 
social disparity and actively stands up for social equality, free speech, 

whistleblowers, civil rights and world peace.  
 

The BORN A REBEL family is a symbol of the unity of nations and their people. The 
band roots itself in multiculturalism with its members coming from all parts 

of the globe including Austria, Russia, Thailand, Brazil, Latvia and Germany. 
 
 



BORN A REBEL has been interviewed in the past by STAR FM Berlin,  
Alex Berlin, different internet radio formats and mentioned in a vast array  

of music blogs. Their Facebook account is clocking in at around 4.500 followers. 
 

The band has played live at several live locations in Berlin, taken part in gigs in 
Leipzig and Siegen and in contests such as Deutscher Rock & Pop Preis, SPH, 

Berlin Bands United and Emergenza. Their last big concert was at the ROCKTREFF 
festival in Berlin July 2022. 

 
The musicians released their debut selftitled EP and subsequent singles ‘Freedom’ 
and ‘Be your own teacher’ 2019, 2020, 2022. They are available on Spotify & Co.: 

www.distrokid.com/hyperfollow/bornarebel/born-a-rebel. 
 

BORN A REBEL has released three music videos for their songs  
‘Men of greed’, ‘Sabotage’ and ‘Power to the people’. A fourth one for the song 

“WHISTLEBLOWER’ is about to be released soon. During the year  
the band will be working on finishing their first studio album. 

 
All links for the band you get here: 

www.linktr.ee/BORNAREBEL. 

2. THE BAND 

 
vocals: Tim Oliver Lindberg 

guitar: Matiss Eisaks 
guitar: Karèn Alaverdyan 

bass: Piem van Berg 
drums: Stefan Bodner 

3. CONTACT 
Tim Lindberg (vocalist) 
T.: +4915222889702 

bornarebels@gmail.com 
www.born-a-rebel.com/booking 


